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Abstract 
The present writer tentatively d巴signedthe simple box girdr bridge having the span length 
50 m， the efective width 6 m and the stel flor board as the test case of the 1st clas highway 
bridge. He treated the economical and structural problems of this bridge. 
He considers that the girder bridge of on巴 boxis most suit油l巴 forthe above-mentioned 
highway bridge， because the efective width of this bridge is comparatively smaII as the bridge 
having the stel flor board. 
Furthermore he adopted the box girder bridge having the varying sections considering of the 
economy and the specific character in structures， and selected the superior shape out of many 
shapes， with reference to the resuIt of the already completed photoelastic experiments 
1. Introduction 
Recently the composite box girder bridge and the box girder bridge having 
the steel floor board have been constructed vigorously for the middle class span 
40 m，._100 m 出atseems to be too unreasonable to adopt the common plate 
girder')司 3) or the composite plate girder9)，川.
The composite box girder bridge has such a special character that the solid 
steel structure of thin plate and the丑oorboard of teinforced concrete have been 
made connectively to bring the reduction of dead loads and united stiffness. 
On the contr訂 y，the box girder bridge') ， 5) having the steel floor board has such 
a special character that the more great reduction of dead loads has been brought 
and the steel自oorboard itself has directly cooperated with the action of main 
girder as one p町tof the upper flange of box girder bridge. 
恥10reover，it is reported that the connection of the steel floor board is very 
:firm because the welding and its breaking strength is unexpectedly great. 
In the composite box girder bridge， we have to apply the method of prestrest 
concrete to the structure of the domain bridge having minus bending moments as 
the case of the Gerbar girder bridge and the continious girder bridge， because the 
tensile strength of concrete is very litle， and we must greatly consider the method 
of composite construction. 
On the other hand， we can expect the more effective cooperative action 
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because there is not the above-mentioned restriction in the bridge having the steel 
:floor board， and we can enlarge more and more the span of a bridge by the great 
reduction of steel materials and dead loads. 、
The box girder bridge having the steel :floor board has progressed rapidly 
with the composite box girder bridge in Germany since the end of the War， and 
gradually it has been closely studied by many research workers of each nation， 
and it is the structural type that has been constructed practically in various places. 
The present writer tentatively designed a simple box girder bridge of one box 
type having the varying sections and the steel :floor board as the test case of the 
1st class highway bridge of the span length 50 m and the e旺ectivewidth 6 m， and 
he studied some problems of the economy and the structural mechanics in this box 
girder bridge. 
In the tentative design of this economical typeヲ thepresent writer referred 
data of the planning investigation for the Jogashima Large Bridge of the initial 
type in Japan， and he selected the type of varying sections that seems to be most 
excellent from a viewpoint of the economy and the structural stability， considering 
the special structural character of the simple girder bridge. 
Sti1l more he used specially the most excellent shape in the structural eco-
nomics， referring to the results of the experiment of photoelastic models having the 
va巧Tingrectangular sections completed and reported already. (See Fig.-1， Fig.-2) 
Next， he calculated the stress of steel :floor board， the bending moment， the 
shearing force and the de島ctionof the main girder， the stability for buckling of 
web plate， the stress for bearing compression power of supported ends in the main 
girder， the stress for torsional and shearing丑owof the main girder， the stress of 
:floor system， the stress of shoe on both ends， the stress of the balustrade， the stress 
of the joining part and the stress for the temperature change of this bridge. 
In conclusion， he made the list of materials in the above-mentioned box girder 
and treated of the decrease of steel materials which was brought by using the， 
varying section type， and compared it with any other type of bridge from the 
economical viewpoint. 
2. Summary of the Design') 
Enumerating the condition of the design， the outline plan， the list of materials， 
ect.， these are as follows: 
(1) The condition of the design 
a. Kind of bridge: 1st class highway bridge (Load: T -20， L-20) 
b. Type: Simple box girder bridge with steel :floor plates (l-box type) 
c. Span: 50m 
d. Effective width: 6 m (Roadway without distinction of footway and car“ 
riageway) 
e. Pavement : Guss asphalt pavement (Thichness 5 cm) 
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f. Waterproof layer: Waterproof layer of thickness 1 cm on steel floor board 
g. Floor board: Steel plates (Minimum thickness 12 mm) 
h. Slope of cross section: Parabolic grade of 1/50 
i. High tension steel: Allowable stress of (H.S.]. 50)7) 
( i) Axial tensile stress intensity (per net section) 
(i) Axial compressive str白 sintensity (per gross section) 
1，900 kg/cm2 
l/r三90……1，700-0.1032(l/げ kg/cm2 
l/r> 90・…ー ……7，000，000/(町村2kg/cm2 
However， l: Length of a member (cm) 
r: Section of a member (cm) 
(ii) Bending stress intensity 
Tension flange (per net section) 1，900 kg/cm2 
Compression flange (per gross section) 1，700-1.0 (l/b)' kg/cm2 
However， l: Distance between two flange品cedpoints (cm) 
b: Width of flange (cm) 
(iv) Shearing str白 sintensity 
羽Teb plate of box girder (per net section) 
Shop rivet (SV 41 A) 
Field rivet (SV 41 A) 
(v) Bearing compression stress intensity 
Shop rivet (SV 41 A) 
Field rivet (SV 41 A) 
j. Applied speci五cations
( i ) Specifications of steel highway bridge8) 
1，3却OOk王g/μcm
1，30∞o kg/μcm2 
1，2却OOkg/μcm2
2，600 kg/cm2 
2，300 kg/cm2 
(The committee drew out the same speci五cations，1956) 
(i) Speci五cationsof welded steel highway bridge9) 
(The committee drew out the same specifications， 1957) 
(ii) Design manual for high strength steels') 
(Toto steel Manufacture Company， 1955) 
k. Designning load 
( i) Live load (T -20， L-20) 
a) T-load 
Table 1. 
I Front wheel Total w巴出1tI J. J. vlî~ad Tire width of I Tire width of I Hind wheel J.:l.C VV .lU~u. V .L .J..1'J.l.¥"'" VV J._U~.l.l U .l. front wheel I front wheel I 
Gr忌unding
length of 
wheel 
W (t) I 0.1 W (kg) 0.4 W (kg) 1 ん(cm) ん(cm) a (cm) 
20 2，000 8，000 12.5 50 20 
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b) Lーload
-55 i) Value of α α=1-~ι十一= 1.01 
50 
1~α ミ 0.75α= 1.0 
i) Uniform distribution load pr =αx 350 x 6.0 = 2，100 kg/m 
ii) Line load p=αx 5，000 x 6.0 = 30，000 kg 
iv) Crowd load (including snow load) P8 = 350 x 6.0 = 2，100 kg/m2 
20 v) Coe伍cientof impact i =一一一一=0.20
50+l 
(a) Elevation 
ZZ@250宮 55侃 C肌
1 
(c) 
???
?
??
? ??
??
?
??，
??
?
?
?
?
? ?
?
?
????
(e) Dimension Diagram in Each Panel Point of the Main Girder 
12500 c机 S
恥岬 500 叩 500 5四 1
41;l l l;l lll|l|11||||||| 
ぜ斗 5 ~ 
Fig. 1. Out line Plan of a Box Girder Bridge with Varying 
Sections and Steel Floor Plates. 
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(ii) Dead load (assumed) 
Table 2. 
Dead load of box girder bridge with steel floor plates 
Pavement 
Handrail， Footing block 
Steel floor plates， Ribs 
Steel plates of box giroder 
Steel plates of cantilever part 
The other part 
Total weight 
(2) Outline of the designed plan 
240 kg/m 
120 kg/m 
1，240 kg/m 
1，000 kg/m 
260 kg/m 
160 kg/m 
3，020 kg/m 
12 t 
6t 
62 t 
50 t 
13 t 
8t 
151 t 
The present writer made a design and calculation in the above-mentioned 
conditions， and decided the. section， the shape and the connecting arrangement of 
every part in the bridge as Fig. L 
(3) List of materials 
He made the list of materials from such result of design as in Table 3. 
Materials 
used 
Water tr∞ 
stu 
Guss asphalt 
Sum total 
Steel plate 
Steel pipe 
" 
" 
Total 
Steel plate 
" 
" 
Total 
Table 3. List of materials of box. girder bridge with varyin邑
sections and steel floor plates (Super structure only) 
I Demension of I Total I ~T ， I Total I 
Place of using ";;;~~~U;~~~iO~L 1 l;nv~;h INumb釘1';旬以 1Remarks 
Water proof layer 10mmx6.∞m 51.∞m 3，366 kg Thickness 。ffloor board 10mm 
Using in pavement 5 cmx6.oo m 51.oom 7，920 kg " 50mm 
11，286kg 
Weight of pave-
ment and water 
proof layer 
Handrail， Footing 6mmx90cm 51.00m 2 4，324kg Thickness block 6.0mm 
Handrail o76.3mm L10m 42 266kg " 3.2mm 
55.00 m 2 635kg " " " 3.2mm 
同48.6mm 2.50m 88 526kg " " 2Amm 
5，751 kg 
Floor board 25mmx3.60 m 5.50m 2 7，771 kg Thickness (Middle part) 25mm 
" 14mmx3.∞m 20.∞m 2 1，319 kg " (，) 14mm 
" 12mmxL45 m 51.∞m 2 13，932 kg " (Side part) 12mm 
23，022 kg 
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Materials 
used 
? ???????? ?。? ? ?? ??? …伐tionlMlDmensi川 To阻l ???? ???? Total weight Remarks 
Steel plate Lo(Ungpiptue dinal rib 9mmxO.25 m 51.00 m 17 15，313 kg Thickness per part) 9mm 
" " 9 mmxO.34 m 51.00 m 8 9，800kg " (Lower part) " 
Lateral rib 9mmx0.45 m 3.60m 49 5，608 kg " " (Upper part) " 
" 9mmxO.50 m 3.60m 49 6，231 kg " " (Lower part) " 
" 9mmxO.23 m 1.20m 98 1，869 kg " " (Cantilever part) " 
Total 38，821 kg 
Steel plate Web plate of box 25mmx3.60 m 5.50m 4 4，002 kg Thickness girder 25mm 
14mmx1.52 m 15.00m 4 10，023 kg " " " 14mm 
14mmx2.00 m 5.00m 4 4，396 kg " " " " 
Total 18，421 kg 
Steel Dl配 iM山 25mmx3.70 m 5.50m 2 7，987 kg Thickness pate I girder 25mm 
14 mmX3.70m 20.00 m 2 16，265kg " " " 14mm 
Total 24，252kg 
Steel plate Vertical stiffner 9mmxO.20m 1.50m 43 908kg Aheviegrhatge 4g9I6 KIer 1.496 m 
" Frame stiffner 1，000 kg 
" Sway bracing 1，000 kg 
Total 2，908 kg 
Steel plate Cantilever part 8mmxO.15m 51.00 m 8 3，843 kg End box 
" " 9 mmx1.23 m 51.00 m 2 8，863 kg Bed plate 
Total 12，706 kg 
Sum total weight 
!12227 P0・7，000 kg 
llwdhtotst出132β81 kg ふ h
|山7叫
Steel plate l t:目立;r，Qntト i
I I Sum total 
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3. Investigations from a Viewpoint of 
Structural Mechanics4)，5)，叫
(1) Stress calculations of steel floor board 
There are two methods applying the grid theory and the orthotropic plane 
theory in the stress solution of steel floor board. 
The present writer applied the orthotropic plane theory to calculate the stress 
of those briefly， and solved the equation assuming that the floor plate of box girder 
is simply supported in the direction of x and it forms a infinitely long plate in 
the direction of γ. 
The equation by K. Girkmann is as follows. 
((j2W. (j'w下、
?干し=一ーに l一一ー十1)一一一一
¥ (jニr2 -(jy2 ) 
my=ー ん(か+ν会)
日=手写会(1十平)fsh苧
(1 ) 
「? ? ?
?
?
???????
?
?
?? ?
??「???
?
っ??
? ? ?
?「
??
?
??
? ?
??
?
?
??? ?
?
? ?
?????
(2 ) 
However， m = 1， 3， 5， 1) = Poisson's ratio 
α= Load width， s = παJ2l 
From these equations (1) and (2)， he calculated the bending moment and the 
stress intensity of cross section. 
The uniform distribution load p is calculated by applying the hind wheel load 
P as the following equation. 
P(l十i)ム-/出 1目、 Inf¥ ， n7.、 (kgJcm2) ( 3 ) 
The present writer calculated bending moments m"， my and stress intensities 
σ町内 inthe floor plate assuming that the axis of y and x shows the direction of 
bridge axis and the orthogonal direction crossing it each other. 
Then， from t= 12 mm，α=33.2 cm， l=30 cm， 1うr=3.81kgJcm2， s= 1.67 and 
1)=0ムhegot m，=303.6 kg-cmJcm， my= 104.9 kg-cmJcm 
And from ι=0.8mx・6(1 + 0.4)Jt2 1 
σu=ormu・6(1 + 0.4)Jt2 f 
σx = i: 1，417 kgJcm2 < 1，900 kgJcm2 
σy=土392kgJcm2 < 1，900 kgJcm2 
(4 ) 
He got 
?
?
? ? ?
? ??????? ? ??
? ，
???
? ?
??? ?
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(2) Calculations of bending stress intensities in the section of main girder 
a. Bending moment of main girder 
(i) Bending moment by live load 
Mz十戸 (P.引l+Pr.A)(l+i) 1 
However，ηM : Vertical intervals in the influence diagram of ! 
bending moments I 
A: The Influence area of bending moments ~ 
i: Coe伍cientsof impact I 
P : Line load I 
ム: Uniform distribution load J 
(i) Bending moment by dead load 
M，z=σ0・A
(5 ) 
However， A: The influence area of bending moments 
σ。: Total dead load 
b. Maximum fibre stress intensity by simple bending 
M M 
σ。=-~-'1jn =一一-" Jx <'" Wo 
M M 
σ =一一一口 =一一一-
U J
x 
I<U 耳石
-w;" Wu: Section modulus of upper 
or lower flange of main 
girder 
(6 ) 
(7 ) 
x 
σ0，σU: Fibre stress intensity of 
upper or lower flange of 
main girder 
From the equation (7) he gotσ。and凡 asTable 4. 
重
Fig. 2. 
Table 4. 
?????????????? 。 1 2 ??
?
?????
?
?
???
?
?↑ 。
??
??
?
↑?
?
??
?
↑?
5 6 
Mma玄 (t-m) 。 178.85 821.25 1，460.00 1，916.25 2，190.00 2，281.25 
Wo (cm3) 7.25x104 7.25x104 10.14x104 15.45x 104 19.70X104 26.35x10' 26.35xlO' 
Wu (cm3) 4.84X10' 4.84x10' 6.78x104 10.48x10' 13.50X104 18.28X104 18.28x104 
t10 max (kgJcm2) 。 247 -810 -945 -973 831 866 
d匂 max(kgJcm2) 。 370 1，210 1，393 1，419 1，198 1，248 
As the result of Table 4， he found that values of σo max and σu皿axare within 
the limit of allowable stress intensity and su伍cientlysafe. 
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(3) Calculations of shearing stress intensities in the section of xnain girder 
a. Shear of main girder 
( i) Shear by live load 
Sl+i= (p.ら十l与.A)・~+~ 1 
However，恥: Vertical intervals in the infl悶
shear I 
A: The i泊n自仏白ue印nc白ea訂re白aof shears i 
i仁: Coe伍Clたentおsof impact I 
P: Line load I 
Jρ!:>r: Uniform distribution load J 
(仰i註尚司) Shear by Dead load 
(8 ) 
Sd= go・A
However， A: The influence area of shears ( 
σ。: Total dead load J 
(9 ) 
b. Maximum shearing stress intensity 
Maximum shearing stress intensity by simple bending is caused in the neutral 
axis of web plate， because the web plate is thinner than the flange plate in the 
ordinary place. 
Then， the maximum shearing stress intensity is shown by the following 
formula: 
(8 . 7 SG 
= _ ~ I yt ds = 
2Jxん J0 ~ 2Jxん
However， S : Maximum shear of the section 
ん: Thickness of web plate 
G: Geometrical moment of area on one side 
section around the neutral回 ISx-x 
(10) 
He calculated "max by following the formula (10) and got values of Table 5. 
These resuls are su伍cientlysafe because every value of panel points is within 
the limit of allowable stress intensity. 
Table 5. 
????????????? 。 1 
? ?
?
??
?
?
?
?
?
??
? ?
?
?
?
??
?
?
?
?
?
?っ ?
4 5 6 
Smロ ( t) 182.50 175.94 150.24 119.22 89.48 60.98 33.76 
G (cm3) 3.37xlO' 3.37x10' 4.63x10' 7.00x10' 8.92xlO' 11.85x10' 11.85xlO' 
J (cm') 2.42x106 2.42x 106 4.42x106 8.79x106 13.81 X 106 22.08x106 22.08x106 
GjJ (cm-1) 13.93xlO-3 13.93x10-3 10.48x10-3 7.96x10-.3 6.46x 10-3 5.37xlO-3 5.37xlO-3 
S.GjJ (t-cm-1) 2，542X10-3 2，451 xlO-3 1，358xlO-3 949x10-3 578xlO-3 327xlO-3 181 X 10.-3 
t恒 (cm) 1.6 1.6 1.4 1.4 1.4 1.2 1.2 
Z:max (kgjcm2) 794 766 549 339 206 136 75 
(345) 
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(4) Calculations of deflection4l 
Maximum deflection in the centre of simple beam with a constant geometrical 
moment of inertia 1 isshown by the following formulae: 
ν 5.q仁
m日 384EI
p.l3 
Ymax = 48 EI 
However， l : Span 
E : Elasticity 
1 : Geometrical moment of inertia 
q : Uniform distribution load 
P : Concentrated load 
(11) 
In deflections of this bridge calculating that the geometrical moment of inertia 
of the main girder varies in every panel， he applied the following equation (12): 
Y = L: (MAr;/EI) 
However， M: Bending moment of every panel 
A: Panel length 
η: Increased distance from the supported point 
E : Elasticity 
(12) 
1 : Geometrical moment of inertia 
a. Deflection by live load in the centre of span 
Table 6. 
Panel 71.，r /， 71. I I "l¥ K /， ¥ I dlvision|Mp(t-m)lMp(t-m)iZM(t-m)|I(d) 甲(m) I M).YI/EI (m) 
0-1 7.5 25.99 3.49 0.0242 0.5 0.329xl0~4 
1 -2 45.0 l48.05 193.05 0.0337 3.0 32.734xlO-4 
2 -3 12.5 334.69 447.19 0.0642 7.5 124.385x10~4 
3 -4 187.5 492.19 679.69 0.1114 12.5 181.588 X 10-4 
4 -5 262.5 597.19 859.69 0.1773 17.5 202.033xlO-4 
5 ~ 6 337.5 649.69 987.19 0.2208 2.5 239.516 x 10~4 
p= 30.0t， Pニ 2.10t/m， A: panel 1巴ngth 'L， 780.585xlO-4 
Deflection in the centre of span Ymax = 7.806 cm 
Y / l= 1/641 < 1/600 Safe 
b. Deflection by dead load in the centre of span 
(346) 
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7. Table 
Mi:r;jEI (m) 
o ~ 1 40.92 0.0240 0.5 1.0 2.1x107 0.403xlO-4 
1 ~ 2 228.79 0.0337 3.0 4.0 38.794 X 10-4 
2 ~ 3 522.27 0.0642 7.5 5.0 145.268x 10-4 
3 ~ 4 772.77 0.1114 10.5 5.0 206.455 X 10-4 
4 ~ 5 939.37 0.1773 17.5 5.0 220.758xlO-4 
5 ~ 6 1，022.87 0.2208 22.5 5.0 248.173xlO-4 
E (tjm2) ). (m) 万 (m)1 (m4) Mq (t-m) ?
?
?
??
??
?
???
859.851 x 10-' z q = 3.34tjm 
Calculations of Stability for buckling')'川，11) (See Fig. 3) 
The whole buckling strength of web plate sti旺enedby stiffners can be calcu-
lated by the energy method in “Theory of Elastic Stability" of S. Timoshenko， 
assuming that the deflection surface of buckling deformation on the plane is shown 
in the following equation: 
Ymax = 0.086 m 二 8.6cm
(5) 
(13) τu 一…o S1 π (ニピ-kγ) ~: πy '一 、江1一一一一一 、目-" -.. a -.. b 
The eqution of strain energy by the deformation of plane is given as follows : 
九z-すDH[(会+351)
-2(1-4;337(三引いの (14) 
The equation of bending strain energy of the rib member with bending sti旺ness
EJi in the place of νニめ isgiven by 
V~= E生r"(互竺¥
2 J 0 ¥ ax2 / y -?J 
π'EJ~ ，(.πめ¥
=一一プで::..wo!sm一一一_<C_)
4a- ¥ 0 / 
(15) 
Then， the present writer showed the work equation of bending stress σacting 
on the plane as follows: 
九zσ= ~ H(主)'(ao +qy) dxぬ
btπ2 _..2 (_ ， b ~ ¥ 
-IJ- 。¥。玄'1) (16) 
(17) 
The work equation acting on the stiffner is shown by 
民=千jxuuJdz=守山~(sin乎)'
(347) 
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The work caused by shearing force acting along the plane is shown by 
九zτ =-r.tH(害)(号)dx.dy =す T州 (18) 
The buckling condition obtained from this energy amount is indicated as fol-
lows: 
Vm+ I:乞Vi= TBZ • σ + I:iTi+ Tm.r (19) 
Therefore， the sofety factor for buckling is given by the following formula: 
ν_ v:Bl + I:iVi 
lc - Tm.σ+ I: i7~+ Tm.τ (20) 
Then， the safety factor for the buckling of web plate in any panel point is 
obtained as Table 8 by applying the equation (20). 
x 
Fig. 3. 
Table 8. 
Panel point I Th伽 esof web plate (cm) Safery factor 
。 1.6 
3 1.4 
5 1.2 
The present writer calculated on the buckling and 
its safety factor following the specifications DIN 4114 
in Germany. 
(6) Calculations for compressive bearing stress 
intensity of main girderθ)，15)，16)，17) 
For the investigation of compressive bearing stress 
intensities of supported ends， he calculated the五bre
stress intensity caused by the bending moment of eve可
plate in the box rahmen uniformly loaded as Fig. 4. 
(348) 
11.58 
14.5 
24.1 
I， 
Fig. 4. 
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wl2 1 M."口 Mn.= ・一一一一
AD _ -VA 12 5 + 3k 
ωl2 1 
M刀打=Mrn=一一一一・一一一一-
Dv _'-VV 12 5 + 3k 
However，hE.fL -
1， l 
(21) 
M 1 
σ=1V I 
W : Section modulus of member > (22) 
bh2 
6 
We can calculate the bending stress intensity σof every member by equations 
(21) and (22)， but we must handle the problem of effective length x' in the dis-
tribution of a reaction. 
The present writer calculated this length x applying the distributing influence 
line of a load， assuming that this box girder having each reaction on every sup-
ported point is a beam on elastic foundation loaded concentrially tuming upside 
down on each support. 
Refering to Fig. 4， y is shown in the following equation. 
??
?
??
? (23) 
From the point of intersection that the curved line .f， (~) intersected the axis 
~， he obtained ~=37rj4. 
ρJEfi =αγ， m=μ一一一 -- I 
Vα m I 
p : Distribution of load I 
E : Elasticity ~ 
γ: Deflection I 
α: Sinking factor I 
1 : Geometrical moment of inertia J 
By equations (23) and (24)， he got the value of x and decided the effective 
length x'. 
Then， applying the value of uniform load切口246kgjcm calculated from the 
total sum of live load and dead load， he got k = 0.09375， 江主{B=Mム=503，180
P """<")"""L_'____ _ 4/4El kg-cm， MBc=Mcn= -503，180 kg-cm，α= 口 17，307kgjcm， m =、三三三=162.y ~α 
Therefore， 
(24) 
At ~=守= 2.355，ρ=0 
x = m~ = 381.5 cm 
(349) 
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Therefore， he decided the e旺ectivelength x' = 3 m， and assuming the thickness 
of plate is 2.5 cm， he obtained 
σB=lJ=mkg/ば<ゆ00kg/叫 Safe
As these calculating results， he used steel plates having the thickness of 2.5 
cm in the box section of e旺ectivelength 3 m at the vicinity of each supported end. 
(7) Calculations for torsion and shearing sow of main girder4)，凶バ3)
We must inquire into the state in which the stress of three kinds， namely 
the bending， the shearing or the torsional stress is acting severally on the each 
part of box girder， to find in detail the stress phenomenon of the main girder 
constructed with the closed section of thin steel plates. 
The present writer selected the panel point 0 and 6 where it seemed to be 
most dangerous in the calculation of torsional and shearing flows. 
He calculated mainly on the theory of shearing flow at the ideal section shown 
as Fig. 5 because the practical section is much complicated. 
He affixed each number to its every point along the section with thin plates. 
For example， each point of 4， 6 and 7 is the same point but each point of 4 
and 7 indicates severally the right or left point of rib in the upper flange plate 
and the point of 6 indicates the crossing point of rib connected with the flange 
plate. 
cm v; 12 x 30=360 乞
40 
Fig. 5. 
a. Shearing flow by virtical simple shear (Sy = 1司
We cal the product of shearing stress intensity 7: and the thickness of steel 
plate t the shearing flow and can show it by a symbol of q. 
q = 7:.t (25) 
When the axial stress intensity ιcaused by the simple bending moment Mx 
varies along the direction of z， the shearing stress intensity corresponding to it is 
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always kept equilibratedly in the section. 
Then， the fundamental equation is shown as follows. 
dσZ L dT-A 
dz ι ds (26) 
However， s: Length measured along the section 
?? ????
?
???
?
?
「
??
?
??
?? ??
(27) 
When the thickness of plate varies and the steel plate with different thickness 
is intersecting or branching of， the continous state of shearing flow is put into the 
boundary condition and the equation of shearing flow is shown as follows. 
τt = ): J ty ds 
However， t : Thickness of plate 
(28) 
y: Vertical distance measured from a centre of gravity in the 
sectlOn 
He gave the equation JI = S tydS for integrals of t.y between two neighboring 
points on the steel plate， and got the shearing丑owof box section by adding one 
after another JI from a starting point having the known value of τ(τ=0 in the 
point 3) and by this equation calculated the value of shearing stress intensity 7: of 
each point in the case of Sy = 1 t. 
Then， he mentioned each val ue of 7: at some points in number order as 
follows: 
At the panel point 0 
No.40・7.354kg/cmヘNo.39.・.6.970kg/cm九No.41・6.560kg/cm2 
No.44.・6.356kg/cmZ， No. 45・.5.538kg/cm2， No. 52.. .4.985 kg/cm2 
No.24…4.222 kg/cmZ， No. 53…4.167 kg/cm2， No. 60…3.615 kgfcm2 
No.20…3.518 kg/cm2 
At the panel point 6 
No.40・ー2.701kg/cm2， No. 39・2.518kg/cm九No.41・.2.314kg/cm2 
No.44.・2.238kg/cm九No.45・・1.933kg/cm2， No. 52・.1.712kg/cm2 
No.24.・.1.523kg/cm乙No.53・.1.407kg/cm2， No. 9・・1.340kg/cm2 
No. 10...1.269 kg/cm2 
b. Shearing flow by simple torsion日;ft=1 t-m) 
The simple torsion of closed section with thin steel plates is caused by the 
shearing flow streaming constantly in the closed section part， but it is not related 
to the rib or the other open section part. 
The torsional rigidity k is given as follows: 
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Then， 
For the closed section part，ム=(1) rds)2/1> (l/t) ds 
For ehe total section inclosed open section part，ι= L: .¥(t'/3) ds 
But we can usually neglect the term of k2 because k2 is ve巧Tsmall compared 
with k，・
He calculated the values ofんinpanel points 0 and 6 and next calculated at 
the shearing flow for a torsion of Mt = 1 t-m in each same point， and also got the 
shearing stress intensiけ lneveηpoint for each of the upper flange， the web plate 
and the lower flange in the above田mentionedpoint of the main girder. 
(i) Panel point 0 
Shearing flow qo=Mt/L: 1>rds=1.724kg/cm 
Section 
U pper flange 2 
Web plate 40 
Lower flange 77 
(i) Panel point 6 
Table 9. 
| 口叩削凶凶dは王叩一n
t(いcm)
1.2 
1.6 
1.0 
Shearing flow qo=Mt/L: 1>rds口 0.692kg/cm 
Table 10. 
Section IT百百h出 ess 叫 a t (いcm)
Upper flage 2 1.6 
Web plate 40 1.2 
Lower丑ange77 1.4 
c. Shearing flow by horizontal simple shear (Sx = 1 t)
1: (kg/cm2) 
1.437 
1.078 
1.724 
t (kg/cm2) 
0.606 
0.807 
0.692 
We can calculate by the following equation (29) at the distribution of shearing 
stress intensity in the box girder section caused by the horizontal shear as the case 
of vertical shear. 
T.t= J号ω (29) 
In this case the value of shearing stress intensity is only known in the open 
section part-for example， the flange of deck plate etc.， and the shearing stress 
intensity in the closed section part is indeterminate. 
Then， he五rstcalculated the value of shearing flow by taking the upper end 
of web plate to the starting point of integrals and next he let the indeterminate 
shearing flow act on the closed section and got the value of indeterminate shearing 
flow by the following equation (30) on condition that the shearing strain brought 
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about the closed section returns again to the former value in the case of making 
a round of the section. 
。τゐ寸÷川ゐ=0 (30) 
The present writer previously calculated shearing丑owsof the upper flange 
plate and the lower one and calculated also indeterminate shearing flows of closed 
sectIons. 
He showed the indeterminate shearing force by the symbol of lx and decided 
the value of lx on the basis of the following equation </> 1ft ds= O. 
Lastly， he calculated the shearing stress intensity T in every point of each 
section at selected panel points 0 and 6 where the horizontal shear (Sx = 1 t)has 
acted on each section of those， and he mentioned these calculated values in number 
order as follows: 
At the panel point 0 
No. 3・・1.665kgfcm三No. 4・・1.654kgfcm2， No. 7・.1.638kgfcm2 
No. 8…1.604 kgfcm九No.11...1.574 kgfcm>， No.12…1.516 kgfcm' 
No.15・.1.469kgfcm2， No. 16・.1.389kgfcm乙No.19・・1.327kgfcm2 
No.20…1.224 kgfcm2 
At the panel point 6 
No. 3…1.963 kgfcm三No. 4…1.951 kgfcrr亡No. 7…1.940 kgfcm2 
No. 8・・1.905kgfcm九No.11・・1.882kgfcm九No.12・・1.825kgfcm' 
No.15.・1.788kgfcm2， No. 16・・1.708kgfcm三No.19・.1.665kgfcm2 
No.20…1.562 kgfcm2 
d. Shearing flow by bending torsion (Tb，z= 1 t-m) 
If the acting direction of Sx or Sy is out of the shearing centre， the torsional 
moment is added in the girder. 
This shearing centre can be called also the torsional centre and五rstwe must 
calculate a distance of this torsional centre， because this distance is indispensable 
for calculating the shearing flow caused by a torsional moment. 
He got in regular calculating order the resultant of shearing forces in each 
p訂 tof box girder sections and calculated the resultant of moments A'r caused 
by the component of shearing force that is shown as the area of shearing flow 
A = ~ 1 ds gotten by applying the equation 111 = ~ tx ds or 1= L:1 1， and calculated 
it assuming that this resultant of moments is equall to the product of external 
force Sx and shearing centre distance η. 
Next， we must calculate the function of warp. This function of warp is in-
dicated by the equation (31)， and this function expresses the adding axial stress 
caused by the warp of匂urethat comes to pass naturally in the section because 
the shearing fl.ow by simple torsion does not always act perpendicularly on the 
shearing centre in every point of box girder sections. 
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山)巾
qo =やTゐ!ゃ今
(31) 
He calculated this function assuming that the centre of upper flange plate is 
the most suitable starting point of integral calculations and next calculated also the 
values of bending torsional rigidity that is equal to the total sum of elastic energy 
wrought by axial stress intensity in the total section. 
Assuming that the influence of plate thickness is very litle， he got the follow-
mg equatlOn: 
Cd = J W 2 tゐ β
1n the calculation of two points a and b， he assumed that the value of W 
varies straightly and got the following equation: 
J: W2 tゐ=f[wi+帆帆+町}z (33) 
Then" the torsional moment caused by bending torsions bringing with various 
axial stresses is shown as follows: 
TOd= -ECOd告 白4)
The shearing stress intensity of a section caused by T，ん=1 is shown by 
shearing flow τ.t as follows: 
T.t = J I t W ds+(τ凡 (35)
にノod J 
We can calculate the value of ~ t W ds for every section by applying the 
function of warp耳Tand can get the total value by adding one after another from 
a standard point. 
The present writer assumed the starting point of integrals is most suitable on 
the centre of upper flange plate and got the value of indeterminate shearing flow 
considering the condition of integrals o T ds = 0 made around the closed box section， 
because the shearing flow (r.t)o of starting point of integrals is indeterminate. 
Then， he calculated the value of .¥ W t ds， the adding sum and the area of 
shearing flows and the indeterminate shearing flow Qx， and last got the shearing 
stress intensity T of eve可 pointby TOd = 1 t-m. 
He mentioned some calculated values of τat the panel point 0 in number 
order as follows: 
At the panel point 0 (the supported point) 
No.24・.3.164kgfcmヘNo.44.・3.087kgfcm2， No. 39…2.546 kgfcm2 
No.23・ 2.291kgfcmヘNo.41・・2.135kgfcm九No.77・・ 1.972 kgfcm2 
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No.76.一-1.926kgfcm九No.20・.1.918kgfcm2，No. 69...-1.861 kgfcm' 
No.45.・.1.524kgfcm2 
e. Investigative discussions in the stress intensity of sections from the viewpoint 
of the shearing flow theoη 
From the above-mentioned calculated results， the present writer found that the 
virtical simple shear give the most influence to the stress intensity of sections， and 
that the shearing stress intensity by torsional moments， the bending stress intensity， 
and the shearing stress intensity by lateral loads are negligibly slight as compared 
with the influence of vertical simple shear， and so he omitted those calculated 
resu1ts having the litle influence in this paper and mentioned only the stress 
intensity by vertical simple shear. 
(i) Stress intensities by the maximum shearing force at the panel point 0 
Table 11. Values of z: (Sy max = 182.50 t)
Section 6 24 38 39 40 41 44 
z: (kgJcm') 19 386 251 636 672 600 580 
(i) Stress intensities by the maximum shearing force at the panel point 6 
Tabe 12. Value of z: (Symax=33.76t) 
Section 6 24 38 39 40 41 42 
z: (kgJcm') 9 51 34 85 91 78 76 
4. Consideration 
The present writer could secure positive evidence of the accurate design， be-
cause the total designed dead weight was 151 t in comparison with the initial 
assumed dead weight 151 t and its di宜erencewas merely about 4%. 
The total steel weight was 132.9 t and steel weight per square meter was 
443 kgfm2 and its value was not very different from ones of Jogashima Large 
Bridge aud accordingly it may well be said that this bridge is economical from 
the viewpoint of designning the simple girder bridge. 
But it is considered that we can design the more economical bridge by in-
creasing the stress of every section more nearly to the allowable stress. 
This box girder bridge having varying sections is more profitable in two 
special points of the decrease of steel weight (about 10%) and the good lateral 
stability at supported ends in comparison with the same type bridge having constant 
sectlOns. 
At the start of design he considered that the most required subjects are inves-
tigative problems on the calculation of max shearing stress intensity and compress 
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bearing or buckling stress at supported ends， but he could secure the positive 
evidence of having the sufficient safety factor as the result of calculations. 
5. Conclusion 
This tentatively designed bridge with one box girder has an excellent point 
that its steel weight decrease about 20，.50% in comparision with two-box or three-
box girder bridges and is more surpassing than any other type of bridge from a 
view-point of the structural economy. 
お10reover，this bridge has the special character in a point of the rationality in 
the structural mechanics by using the type of varying sections and also can serve 
two purposes in the point of keeping the lateral stability of supported ends. 
The present writer made sure that the safety factor of deflections was larger 
than that of the Jogashima Large Bridge and also that of vibrations calculated for 
caution's sake by the Rayleigh-Ritz method仏 4) was fairly large. 
Stil more， by way of precaution he experimented on some small steel beam帽
models with varying and constant rectangular sections and for reference made sure 
of one more that the beam having varying sections excelled in the structural economy 
in comsarison with the ones having constant sections with the same height as the 
middle depth of the former. 
There are some more problems left behind， namely-for example， the experi-
mental study on the breaking strength of steel floor board， the study on the con-
nection of main girder and steel floor board， and the study on welding engineering9). 
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